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Traverse of Western Hajar Mountains from 
Al Afyah to Yiqa including three circuits. 
The 21 km of gravel roads are not shown.

Map data: Google, DigitalGlobe. Please note the corrected spelling 
Ar Rustaq, Birkat Al Mawz and Nakhal

Al Afyah

Yiqa
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The author tasting water from a saqa at a semi-nomadic pastoralist camp

Wilderness Trekking Oman
Most of my winters in Oman have been spent exploring Al Hajar Al Gharbi to the west and 
Al Hajar Ash Sharqi to the east of my home in Muscat. I lived in the Sultanate of Oman 
with my family from 1991 to 1994 and again from 2002 to 2014. My ambition with this 
book is to resurrect the historic trading routes connecting the mountain villages, enabling 
walking tourists to help sustain an emerging hospitality industry that uses some of the 
ancient village houses as hotel rooms, which otherwise will fall into ruin.

Safety Information

In an emergency in the mountains of Oman ring 9999 on your mobile and have your GPS 
coordinates in latitude and longitude ready for the operator.

You need a satellite navigation device to follow the tracks described in this book 
and you should have both 2G and 4G mobiles with SIM cards for both the Oman tele-
communication companies, Omantel and Ooredoo, which will provide coverage across 
almost all the mountains. If you activate a personal locator beacon your coordinates will 
be sent to the emergency services automatically. Rescue starts on foot with police and 
local villagers followed by air-force helicopters. At the date of publication there are no 
charges for rescue services in Oman, however the Royal Omani Police recommend both 
domestic and international adventure tourists carry an appropriate level of insurance 
for their intended activities.

Maps and GPX

The National Survey Authority has approved the Roman spelling of the Arabic village 
names, issuing registration number 1246 authorising the sale of these maps in Oman. 
Local names in a lighter font to indicate they have not been approved by the NSA include 
semi-nomadic pastoral campsites with their plastic water tanks, falaj-irrigated gardens, 
mountain passes, historic track junctions, caves and remote sources of drinking water: 
mountain springs, water-dripping cliffs, wadi dams and open reservoirs. Also shown 
are historical features such as Bronze Age tombs and pre-Islamic rock art that are near 
the traverse.

The maps are scaled to 1:50,000 with 25m contours and thirty second divisions of 
latitude and longitude. The key is on page 19. GPX tracks and waypoints were recorded 
using a Garmin GPSMAP64s with a satellite fix every 10m of track. The GPX files can 
be downloaded from www.hajarhiking.com which features updated hotel and logistic 
contacts and a link to purchase the fourteen maps in this book sold separately as a 
two-sided A1-sized folded map.

The author tasting water from a saqa at a semi-nomadic pastoralist camp
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Preparing a donkey for the journey to the nearest road for supplies, Dalil 
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Introduction
Book Description
Traverse Description and Schedule, Overview Map, Elevations

Book description

This is a practical guide for hiking in the Western Hajar, which is the western portion 
of the main mountain range in the Sultanate of Oman. The best walking weather in 
Oman is from mid November to March. The traverse follows the spine of the mountains 
in a point-to-point walk taking sixteen days. It consists of eight one-day walks, two two-
day walks and one four-day walk. There is a road intersection with a village or hotel 
between each of these eleven sections. The traverse climbs to the highest accessible 
peak in the country at 2999m and finishes in remote dry valleys, called wadis, where 
impregnable cliffs have precluded road construction and electricity transmission. This 
has preserved the Arabian mountain lifestyle that has existed for centuries. Exploring 
the Hajar Mountains with my family and Omani companions was my passion during the 
sixteen years I spent living in Oman.

This traverse is for hikers who are competent with GPS navigation, as only six of 
the sixteen day tracks are marked. There are two shorter options, of which one has two 
chain ladders that do not require ropes. These options reduce the traverse to twelve days 
or make two multi-day circuits, one with hotels and the other entirely in the wilderness. A 
loop in the traverse can be used to make another three-day wilderness circuit, or can be 
skipped altogether to further reduce the traverse duration to nine days. In Oman there 
are no mountain rangers, so this traverse is for experienced hikers who are comfortable 
looking after themselves. I have selected the route over many years by linking ancient 
and current donkey trading and walking tracks.

This book describes where to go, what to carry, where to sleep and, most impor-
tantly, where to find drinking water. Some hikers may choose to be supported by friends 
meeting them in a 4WD vehicle at road intersections marking the end of each section. 
For their benefit this book includes excursions at eight of these ten rendezvous points. 
There are other possibilities for resupply at all ten road intersections.

Digital data for download comprises GPS tracks, waypoints, kmz map files and PDF 
files of each chapter. A folded 1:50,000 map covering 604km of the traverse, side tracks 
and ultra marathon tracks can be purchased separately. Hikers who have completed part 
or all of this traverse are invited to post reviews on social media accessible from www.
hajarhiking.com, where there are historical photographs and video recorded on parts 
of this traverse in 1992 when there was only one road in the entire mountain range.

To make the most of this experience, a hiker would benefit from some knowl-
edge of the history of the mountains and an awareness of the sedentary farming and 
semi-nomadic pastoralist societies that live there. An understanding of Arab culture and 
etiquette will contribute to your enjoyment of this journey. The book provides relevant 
social information including the ways in which you are likely to interact with Omanis who 
you may meet on the mountain. There are descriptions of the many sights on the traverse 
including geological features, falaj (pl. aflaj) irrigation system, Omani crafts, Bronze-Age 
tombs and ancient rock art.
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Traverse Schedule

Table 1 is a schedule for the sixteen-day traverse. The two two-day walks and one four-
day walk are indicated by green cells and the four longest graded roads are indicated 
by grey cells. Hotel transport is available for two of these roads. The three-day circuit 
of Days 10–12 starts from the road 3.2km before Kurb returning to Kurb via Yisab and 
Naqa Ar Ruways. Table 2 summarises the shorter high track to the summit and Table 3 
summarises the one-day option replacing the final four-day section. Both these tables 
are on the next page. Table 8 on page 247 details hotel contacts.

Table 1
In the right-hand column R, H and W indicate what is at the end of a day’s walk: R stands 
for road, H for hotel and W for wild camping. “Up” and “Down” are the total metres 
ascended and descended on each day. The walking times do not include break times.

Day Tracks on each day of the traverse
Six have painted markings

Time
hours

Track
km

Road
km

Up
m

Down
m

End

Drive from Muscat International Airport 1 - 100
1 Al Afyah to Hadash 10 10.5 - 1400 600 R
2 Hadash to Wukan 7 9.6 - 910 910 R, H
3 Wukan to As Sawjrah 7 10.2 - 820 440 R, H
4 As Sawjrah to Ar Rus 8 16.6 0.8 790 730 R, H
5 Ar Rus to Ash Sharaf (from Al Jabal 

Al Akhdar to Jabal Shams)
8 15.5 0.5 770 670 R, H

6 Ash Sharaf to Misfat Al Abriyyin 7 14.2 - 200 1270 R, H
7 Misfat Al Abriyyin to Hayl Ash Shas 4 6.8 1.0 700 230 R, H
8 Hayl Ash Shas to Jabal Shams sum-

mit at 2999m (3.3km NW inside a 
restricted area is a 3009m peak).

8 10 - 1650 90 W

9 Jabal Shams summit to Sama Re-
sort on the Jabal Shams plateau

7 11.4 - 130 1250 R, H

10 Kurb road to start Day 10 (hotel taxi 
possible)

1:30 - 6 310 90

10 Kurb road start to Yisab road saddle 9 9.2 - 340 930
10 Yisab road saddle to Yisab (no taxi, 

hitchhiking if you are lucky)
1:30 - 5.1 0 370 R

11 Yisab to Naqa Ar Ruways 8 7.5 - 920 440 W
12 Naqa Ar Ruways to Kurb 6 9.6 - 900 410 R, H
13 Al Marrat road, finish Day 12 to 

start Day 13 (hotel taxi possible)
1 - 5 - -

13 Al Marrat road to Daan As Sanin 10 15.5 - 850 690 W
14 Daan As Sanin to Ghayl Shadhan 8 15 - 310 660 W
15 Ghayl Shadhan to Dar Ar Ruways 4 10 - 390 670 W
16 Dar Ar Ruways to Al Jammah 8 16.4 420 1110 R
16 Al Jammah to Yiqa and Highway 10 1 2.4 68 36 R
Taxi then bus to Muscat Airport 1:45 160

Track has painted stripes or green dots, GPS is recommended but not essential
Track needs GPS navigation or a guide. Diagram boxes are for 0.5, 1, 2, and 4 days

Partially marked one day shorter high route which joins low route near the summit  

H H H H H H

H

H

Hotel in restored village houses, H Modern hotel

Option 1

Option 1 Choice of shorter high route with ladder climbs or low route with hotels
Jabal Shams summit, the only campsite without water

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 9 12 16 days

Option 2

Option 2 Choice of one-day or four-day unmarked routes to finish traverse

Three-day unmarked loop in traverse, or skip instead walking 3.2km of road

10

H

Traverse Description

The east-to-west traverse of the Western Hajar is 209km long and it crosses two moun-
tains – Al Jabal Al Akhdar then Jabal Shams. The 188km of mountain tracks are inter-
spersed with graded roads totalling 21km, of which the longest is 6km. The altitude range 
is from 620m to 2999m. The daily elevation change is typically 1000m with walking 
times of four to ten hours, which allows for time spent navigating by GPS. It is abrasive 
limestone underfoot so tough boots are recommended, and from my experience, only 
leather boots survive more than one season in this terrain. There is some climbing but 
ropes are not required.

The sixteen-day traverse consists of eleven walking sections of one, two and four 
days long separated by road intersections. During the day or days of each section you will 
not see roads nor civilisation and the only short cuts once you commit to any section are 
on the last four days. There are two options replacing some sections. Six of the sixteen 
days have paint or ultra marathon marks, otherwise you need GPS navigation or a guide.

Eight of the eleven sections finish with hotels, of which three are restored village 
houses. There are also camping alternatives for all the hotels. The two two-day walks and 
one four-day walk require wild camping for five nights. (see diagram below).

The first option in the traverse stays closer to the mountain spine on the approach to the 
summit of Jabal Shams. This high route climbs two cliffs with chain ladders 12m and 
2.5m, (see photographs on pages 149–150). The first campsite on this option has only 
stagnant water from a reservoir that must be boiled before drinking. There is clean water 
near the track the next day but not at the summit nor during the descent. Accordingly 
this route, shorter by one day and 10km, is more demanding than the longer low option 
that passes two villages with hotels. These high and low routes can be combined to 
make a 46km multi-day circuit, or a 37km circuit using the Burkat Ash Sharaf side track.

The second 16.2km option is at the end of the traverse replacing the last four-day 
remote section. This direct route to Al Iqaybah 4km from Yiqa can be combined with Days 
13–16 to make a 72km five-day circuit with water at all the wild campsites. Two short 
cuts across this circuit provide several more options.

Days 10–12 on the traverse form a loop, with 3.2km of road completing a 
34.5km-long circuit.  Skipping these three days is the easiest way to shorten the traverse.
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Overview Map

The scale of the three overview maps is 1:400,000. The traverse and high option are 
coloured red and all the other donkey and most of the man tracks that cross or approach 
the traverse are in grey (see Table 7 page 234). Major roads are yellow and village areas 
are purple. Outlines of the 1:50,000-scale maps that accompany the walking chapters 
are shown on this overview map.

Some of the villages on this map are not recognised by Google Maps including Al 
Afyah on Highway 15 at the start of the traverse. Al Najad Coffee Shop, 1km to the south 
of Al Afyah, is the closest point on Google Maps. The traverse finishes at either Al Jammah 
or Al Iqaybah, both of which are small settlements 2.4km and 4km respectively by gravel 
road from the large village of Yiqa on Highway 10, which is recognised by Google Maps.  
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Day Shorter high route to the summit 
with two ladder climbs

Time
hours

Track
km

Road
km

Up
m

Down
m

End

6 Ash Sharaf to Al Barbad 9 15.8 - 1050 790 W
7 Al Barbad to Jabal Shams summit 5 6.3 - 815 115 W

Day Option at the end of the traverse, 
one instead of four remote days

Time
hours

Track
km

Road
km

Up
m

Down
m

End

13 Al Marrat road to Al Iqaybah 9 16.1 - 575 1835 R
13 Al Iqaybah to Yiqa and Highway 10 1 4.0 100 50 R
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traverse, high option, side tracks, and 
villages at the track heads
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Kilometers

Kilometers

Traverse Elevation 

Traverse Elevation using Options 1 and 2

Traverse Elevations

Page 12 details the elevations of the 209km traverse and the shorter 156km traverse 
by following both options shown in Tables 2 and 3 and in the diagram on page 8. The 
horizontal scale of the two plots is identical, and the elevations are the same for the first 
68km until the tracks diverge.

The sharp elevation drops on the traverse correspond to Hadash (1) and Wukan (2) 
at 1500m, Misfat Al Abriyyin (3) at 950m, Yisab (4) at 1140m, the Hayl At Talhat gardens 
(5) at 1520m and Dar Ar Ruways shawawi camp (6) at 1275m. On the shorter traverse 
following the two options the drops corresponding to Misfat Al Abriyyin and Dar Ar Ruways 
are avoided. Each village has a road connecting it with the desert plains, which is why 
there are ten road intersections but only six places where the track briefly follows a road.

High-Altitude Walk

A high-altitude walk suitable for October and early April, which extends the walking 
season when the lower-altitude temperatures are too hot, uses part of the traverse and 
the first option via the two chain ladders. This 67km walk, shown in elevation on the 
bottom of the facing page, starts at As Sawjrah (a) and finishes on the Jabal Shams 
plateau (b). The lowest elevation is 1850m at As Sawjrah. This walk will take four days, 
overnighting at Ar Rus, Ash Sharaf and the Al Barbad hut.

3

4
6

21 5

1 2

4

5

a
b

Low sun over the Western Hajar, with the mountains above the clouds
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My wife sleeping on juniper needles under a large tree

Preparation
Navigation and Communication
Water, Logistics and Cooking
Climate
Sleeping
Hotels
Water Locations and Treatment
Pests
Packing

Pack contents

Improved reception when 
mobile is immobile
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Navigation and Communication

This guide book should be used in conjunction with a GPS navigation system contain-
ing the tracks and waypoints downloaded from www.hajarhiking.com. The tracks were 
recorded at 10m intervals using a Garmin GPSMAP64s. Only six of the sixteen days will 
be on tracks with yellow, white and red painted markers or ultra marathon reflective 
green dots, so you must be proficient in using a navigation device such as a Garmin 
and have a backup loaded with all the tracks and sufficient batteries. Some of the ter-
rain requires remaining within a metre of the actual track, for example to avoid nearby 
dead-end ledges, but GPS repeatability is only 7m. Route finding on these sections will 
take time and it is recommended you test your ability with a guide before committing to 
the whole traverse on your own. Guide services are listed on page 245 and will be kept 
current on www.hajarhiking.com. This book and the folded map are the only detailed 
contoured maps of the Western Hajar available to the public.

At the date of publication there are two competing mobile telephone providers in 
the Western Hajar: Omantel and Ooredoo. They have both built communication towers, 
which together provide almost complete coverage of the traverse. The newer 4G towers 
do not have 2G and the older towers only have 2G so you need both your 4G smart 
phone and a 2G phone, such as the Nokia Dual SIM 2G which can be purchased in 
Muscat. Prepaid SIM cards from both providers are available at the airport arrival hall or 
in Muscat. A high-capacity portable power bank can recharge the Nokia numerous times 
as well as some cameras. Note some airlines have passenger regulations on transporting 
power banks. Consider charging your iPhones or Android with a mobile pack-mounted 
solar panel, which only weighs 355g. Poor reception can be enhanced by fixing your 
mobile to a tree trunk with string instead of holding it (see photo on page 15).

In an emergency ring 9999 and have your GPS coordinates ready for the operator. 
This is a general emergency number that will initiate a foot search followed by air-force 
helicopters, if necessary. If you activate a personal locator beacon your request for help 
and coordinates will be sent to the emergency services automatically. At the date of 
publication there are no charges for rescue services in Oman.

Water, Logistics and Cooking

Drinking water is available at each campsite other than the summit, and during some 
days (tabulated on page 20 are the three sources of water shown on three maps: villages 
page 10, hotels page 18 and remote water page 20). This information is repeated in 
the 1:50,000-scale maps in the chapters on each day’s walk, and in the GPX waypoints.

You should treat this traverse as an expedition as there are no shops in the vil-
lages where supplies can be purchased. Lightweight freeze-dried meal packets are ideal 
because water is available every night. It is advisable to establish how many of these 
food packets you will need to sustain yourself for continuous eight- to ten-hour walks 
for sixteen days, and test how many you can carry that will determine how many supply 
rendezvous you need, for example at hotels. This will depend on the weight of your pack, 
which is partly determined by how much drinking water you carry. Daily drinking water 
consumption will depend on the month you are walking. Three litres per day is enough 
in the optimum walking season, mid November to March. Load your pack, including this 
water, to determine how many days’ food you are comfortable carrying, remembering 
there are 1000m climbs. A reasonable pack weight is 18kg. You need to carry enough 

food and water for a minimum of two days to complete the summit section. Donkeys are 
recommended for the remote four-day section at the end of the traverse (see page 33).

Meal packets should be purchased in your home country and posted with tracked 
delivery to your choice of hotel rendezvous at least a month before your trip so you can 
get emailed confirmation that they have arrived before you leave home. There are four 
hotels or guest houses at or near three campsites on the traverse that will accept freeze-
dried food in advance for collection. All the hotels are listed in Table 9 on page 249, and 
will be kept updated including postage and courier instructions on www.hajarhiking.com.

Bringing food parcels to Oman and arranging a series of vehicle rendezvous with a 
tourist services provider is an expensive alternative for food resupply, although they may 
provide a luxury campsite service (see page 247 for contact details. A list of providers 
will be kept current on www.hajarhiking.com).

A third alternative for food resupply is to rely on friends and family. If you are 
accompanied by non-walkers, they could drive a vehicle and meet you at some of the 
villages. Driving instructions to each road intersection are included in the daily track 
descriptions starting on page 86.

It is recommended but not essential to use camping gas to boil water for your 
freeze-dried food. There are plenty of dry fallen branches for a fire, which is easily started 
but they should be used judiciously. Use existing fireplaces whenever possible and be 
aware that cutting live hard wood is illegal due to conservation measures.

Climate

The walking season is mid November to March but February is the best month because 
it is still cold and has longer days than December and January. There is little cloud cover 
so sun protection is essential. The most important variable in these arid mountains is 
the temperature. The warmest in winter will be 25 ºC at the lowest elevation but it can 
freeze on the summit where it snows every two or three years. Strong winds and rain are 
rare but when it does rain it is usually windy so tents are not that useful because there 
are few fixing points. Weather forecasts for the Western Hajar in winter are accurate and 
there is a weather station on Jabal Shams. Winter rain is usually light from the northwest 
while summer monsoon storms can be torrential causing flash floods. Check the weather 
forecast regularly and if it rains seek shelter in a cave, overhang or shawawi camp.

Sleeping

You do not need to carry a tent or bivvy bag as only two campsites are low enough for 
mosquitoes, and the dew is not heavy. Wild camping is permitted in Oman and is the 
only choice for the five nights in the wilderness when you are not near a road or hotel. 
There are no fixed campsites. The terrain is mostly rock so you will need to choose a site 
carefully. Sleep under juniper trees on needle beds when at high elevations. Elsewhere 
disused goat enclosures have soft build-ups of dried droppings. Ledges under rock over-
hangs or caves often have comfortable layers of dust. Wild donkeys create stone-free 
dust bowls when they roll on their backs, which are conveniently sized for one person.

There are a few natural pools in which to swim and it should be noted that it is not 
acceptable to bathe in the irrigation systems known as aflaj. For showering, plan to use 
hotels, of which some offer washing and toilet facilities for campers.
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Hotels

Hotels are located within walking distance of the end of seven of the sixteen days’ walks 
(see map below). It is also possible to use a hotel on Day 12 finishing at Kurb if you phone 
for a hotel taxi for the 9.2km journey. The Alila Hotel and The View are expensive so most 
hikers will stay at the other hotels for a total of five nights, including the three restored 
village houses. Advance booking is recommended during the winter tourist season. 
Some of the hotels provide shower facilities for a reasonable fee if you are camping 
nearby, and restaurants. The water in the hotels that is delivered by tankers and piped 
desalination water is safe without treatment. (see Table 9 on page 249 for hotel contacts, 
kept current on www.hajarhiking.com). This table, map and web page do not include all 
hotels on the Western Hajar.
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Map Key

 Traverse Spring   2800–3000m
 Side tracks Tank   2600–2800
 Major road Dam or open reservoir  2400–2600
 Minor road Terraced gardens, spring 2200–2400
 Contour 25m and falaj   2000–2200
 Dry wadi bed Hotel   1800–2000
 4WD track     1600–1800
 Ultra Marathon Inhabited village  1400–1600
  Inhabited house  1200–1400
 Track start on road Abandoned village  1000–1200
 Track junction Empty house   800–1000
 Track chain ladders     600–800
      400–600
 Historical interest     200–400
 Other waypoints     0–200
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Day Traverse Track Water at start Water midway
1 Al Afyah to Hadash Al Afyah falaj none
2 Hadash to Wukan Hadash public tap spring near Wukan
3 Wukan to As Sawjrah Wukan public tap tank in two hours
4 As Sawjrah to Ar Rus As Sawjrah falaj none
5 Ar Rus to Ash Sharaf Ar Rus public tap none
6 Ash Sharaf to Misfat Al Abriyyin Shorfet Al Alamin H. tank in four hours
7 Misfat Al Abriyyin to Hayl Ash Shas several hotels, falaj tank in two hours
8 Hayl Ash Shas to Jabal Shams The View hotel tank in one hour
9 Jabal Shams summit to plateau none none
10 Kurb road to Yisab road saddle Kurb tank or hotels spring in two hours
11 Yisab to Naqa Ar Ruways Yisab falaj tank in seven hours
12 Naqa Ar Ruways to Kurb Naqa Ar Ruways tank none
13 Al Marrat road to Daan As Sanin Al Marrat tank falaj in two hours
14 Daan As Sanin to Ghayl Shadhan Daan As Sanin tank spring in six hours
15 Ghayl Shadhan to Dar Ar Ruways Ghayl Shadhan tank tank in three hours
16 Dar Ar Ruways to Al Jammah Dar Ar Ruways tank tank in one hour 

spring in two hours

Tables 4 and 5. Water on the Traverse and Two Options Day Two Track Options Water at start Water midway
6 Ash Sharaf to Al Barbad Shorfet Al 

Alamin Hotel
open reservoir in four hours 
open reservoir in five hours

7 Al Barbad to Jabal Shams summit open reservoir cave pool in one hour, cliff 
drip in two hours

13 Al Marrat road to Al Iqaybah two hotels or  
Al Marrat tank

falaj in two hours, tank in 
five hours

Remote water not in villages or hotels is indicated by blue cells.

Water Treatment

Aini falaj water is from springs, described in detail in the Irrigation chapter on page 64. 
Water from springs, cave pools and cliff drips does not require treatment. Water from 
the public taps in Hadash and Wukan comes from nearby springs while that from the 
villages of Hayl Ash Shas, Hayl Al Khadra, Kurb, Ar Rus and Al Marrat is from regularly 
used tanks and tastes fine. All tanks in semi-nomadic pastoralists’ campsites (described 
in the Culture chapter), for example above Misfat Al Abriyyin and to the west of Jabal 
Shams, are large closed plastic containers filled with rainwater that has a slight plastic 
taste due to infrequent use. Treating this water is optional. The tap for these tanks has 
usually been removed and placed nearby to avoid any accidental emptying, for example 
by a goat nibbling the tap. The photograph on page 217 shows one of these tanks and a 
nearby tap. This tank water is available for any traveller to drink sparingly. The only tank 
water you are likely to use will be during the last four days, and it is advisable to forewarn 
Abdullah Al Khambashi or one of his relatives in Al Jammah who own them. Their con-
tacts are on page 247 and will be kept current on www.hajarhiking.com. Water from open 
reservoirs and dams should be boiled or treated before drinking, for instance the water 
at Burkat Ash Sharaf and Al Barbad on the high option as it approaches the summit.
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Day 14. Filling water container from spring above the Ghayl Shadhan garden Wadi Halfayn wall, once a falaj with a stone lid used to make a donkey path
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Low cloud against the Western Hajar ridge viewed to the east from the summit

Day 8. Cold at the summit 

Pests

The main pests are mosquitoes but these only occur on the two nights where you sleep 
at low altitude near exposed water, 950m at Misfat Al Abriyyin and 1140m at Yisab. 
Mosquitoes can be avoided at Misfat Al Abriyyin by sleeping at one of the guest houses 
but bring mosquito repellent for the overnight stay at Yisab. Malaria tablets are not nec-
essary. There are other noxious animals but it is very rare for them to cause problems. 
Scorpions live under rocks, which you may disturb when preparing fireplaces. You may 
encounter racers, which are non-poisonous snakes sometimes seen near or in water, but 
all other snakes should be considered venomous, although most are not and are rarely 
seen. None of the villages on this route keep dogs. Goats are determined to be fed but 
will not bother you at night, but do not leave edible belongings unattended during the 
day or they will be eaten. It is better not to feed them.

Packing

A suggested packing list is on page 246 (see photograph of the contents of my pack on 
this chapter’s cover page). A 65-litre pack is big enough. A -20 ºC down sleeping bag 
is recommended. If you sleep wearing just light walking clothes in freezing conditions 
then you need this rating to remain comfortable. Therm-a-rest NeoAir mats are designed 
to be used inside a tent, so you need to provide the equivalent protection from thorns 
and sharp rocks, for example a rubber sleeping mat under it will protect it and provides 
more cushioning. With this double-mat combination you only need a flat surface on 
which to sleep; even sleeping on hard rock is possible. This rubber mat will not fit inside 
your pack; the ends will protrude when secured under your pack’s top cover and will be 
ripped by acacia thorns probably necessitating its replacement after sixteen days, but 
they are inexpensive and available in Muscat in most large department stores. Spare 
mats should be included in your rendezvous food parcel. You need three clothing layers 
for cold evenings and a raincoat as a windbreaker. At night you will swap your sun hat 
for a woollen hat, both of which should cover your ears. Lightweight OMM insulation 
clothing is ideal, though expensive. Clothing layers should have front zips so they can be 
adjusted for changing temperatures. Hiking clothes and sun hats should cover as much 
skin as possible for cloudless days.

A cooking pot to boil water for the freeze-dried food should be light. Collapsible 
water containers are preferable to bladders because water levels are easier to monitor. 
Purification tablets or a straw are for drinking stagnant dam water; an unlikely scenario. 
A back-up Garmin is recommended in case you drop and break one. To keep to within 
a few metres of a recorded track, which is sometimes necessary, you have to hold and 
continually monitor the Garmin except when climbing with both hands. It is a good idea 
to make a dry run of carrying all this gear in your pack.

If you have arranged for a vehicle support team to meet you on consecutive eve-
nings, give them your main pack and walk with just a 20-litre day pack. In this case bring 
the day pack with you to Oman as there are no quality camping shops in Muscat. If there 
is space in the support vehicle load it with a stretcher, pillow and camping gas cooker for 
comfortable roadside camping. Check that the support vehicle has a USB charge socket 
for recharging phones and cameras. An adequate standard of roadside camping gear is 
stocked at the Carrefour department stores in Seeb and Qurum.
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Horse track, side track Al Alya to Al Jahm and the grazing plain Jahm Al Jabayl

Journey
Tracks
Donkeys
Mountain Etiquette
Women in Oman
Driving
Speaking Arabic
Place Name Spelling

Day 14. Daan As Sanin to Ghayl Shadhan
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Day 16. Laden donkey track with sticks to keep donkeys away from low overhang

Day 16 alternative. Unladen donkey track is steep with little vertical clearance 

Tracks

There is no concept of public rights of way in the mountains and deserts of Oman. The 
public can walk anywhere without a physical barrier indicating private property, such 
as walls surrounding a house or yard and irrigated garden perimeter fences. The only 
restrictions are on tracks passing directly through villages where men from neighbour-
ing villages need permission. This does not apply to tourists. Most of the tracks on the 
traverse cross land that is used by semi-nomadic pastoralists, called shawawiya (adj. 
shawawi), to browse their goats, and collect firewood and medicinal plants. The economic 
benefit of this territory, called isbah, belongs to the shawawiya but there are no restric-
tions on anybody crossing the land.

There is a considerable variety of tracks on this traverse. Some have not been used 
for generations while on others you will see donkeys carrying supplies. They include major 
and minor donkey caravan routes, unladen donkey routes to man tracks requiring scram-
bling by hand. One of the side tracks is a horse track, although it has not been used by 
horses for three hundred years. This horse track has elaborate stone staircases built for 
the less robust but faster horse caravans. The major donkey trading routes have their own 
names (see table of side tracks on page 234) and are built with stone stairs and walls to 
provide sufficient room for a laden donkey. Donkey barriers made from stones and sticks 
keep them away from overhanging cliffs with insufficient clearance for their load. Unladen 
donkey tracks have narrow sections that are impassable for a laden donkey. The caravan 
routes still in use, easily identified from the continuous line of donkey droppings, carry 
provisions to the semi-nomadic pastoral settlements not serviced by roads.

The tracks between the summer and winter villages of sedentary farmers have 
stones polished from hundreds of years of footfall. These shiny rocks remain visible 
even when the track is disused and overgrown with acacia bushes. Six of the tracks on 
the traverse have recently been painted with stripes of yellow, white and red or have 
green dots from recent ultra marathon races for which GPS navigation is not required. 
A few other tracks show earlier applications of infrequent paint. All the paint marks are 
reliable, although different vintages follow slightly different routes. High cairns on cliff 
tops mark the start of descents. The most difficult climbs on the traverse are a 2.5m 
cliff, though this has plenty of handholds, and on the high option a 12m cliff that has a 
chain ladder. All the climbs are shown in photographs in this book. The easiest tracks to 
follow are trading routes that link villages to the large market towns below the mountains, 
to the coast and to each other if they are growing complementary crops. For example, 
lower warmer villages grow dates while higher cooler villages grow wheat if their terraces 
are mostly in sunshine, or walnut and pomegranate trees on narrow shaded terraces.

Be careful asking directions. A villager from As Sawjrah who accompanied me on 
my first walk to Ar Rus knew the first 5km extremely well as that was within the range of 
his foraging goats. The route we followed from there to Ar Rus was based on his mountain 
instinct, not specific knowledge of a track, while my second attempt was 3km shorter. 
The shawawi semi-nomadic pastoralists’ knowledge of tracks is more extensive than 
villagers as their isbah could extend 25km from their homes. As of publication date, no 
one has knowledge of the entire traverse, although this is expected to change, and it is 
necessary to be confident with a navigation device to walk this traverse. However, if you 
prefer not to walk this traverse alone then Omani guides will keep you safe. You would 
be guiding the Omani with your navigation device and the Omani will keep you company 
and would be able to get help in an emergency (see page 247 for a list of tourist services, 
including guides).
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Horse track between Al Alya, Al Jahm and the Jahm Al Jabayl plain

Horse track between Al Fayq, Al Jahm and the Jahm Al Jabayl plain Ancient sarooj used to build foundations for the track wall, Al Fayq

Man track in Wadi Halhal. The tracks on the traverse are not this exposed
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Donkeys

Walking with a guide and donkeys is recommended for the last four days because it is 
safer for you and donkeys are an interesting experience, although it is not any faster 
than walking alone. These mountain donkeys are trained to carry loads and know most 
of the tracks, but neither village donkeys that are only used for agriculture nor desert 
donkeys are capable of walking in the mountains. The only village donkeys you will see 
on the traverse are in the extensive terraces at Misfat Al Abriyyin.

Abdullah Al Khambashi and the shawawiya who live in the satellite settlement of 
Al Jammah to the west of Yiqa have nine mountain donkeys and are keen to use them 
for tourism (contact details for Abdullah are on page 247 and will be kept updated on 
www.hajarhiking.com). Abdullah and most of the men from his extended family had 
military jobs before retiring. Trekking tourism helps utilise their numerous semi-nomadic 
campsites and remote gardens. Typical of shawawiya, Abdullah’s family own five simple 
storehouses in the wadi, plus their modern house in Al Jammah. There is water and a 
donkey enclosure at each of their campsites.

Donkeys prefer to have company, so hiring a pair of compatible donkeys for four 
hikers is easier to manage than a single donkey. They walk quickly for four hours then 
need to drink, eat and rest for two hours. They are fed hay, which they carry in a bag 
tied above their load, with a bowl of dates. Abdullah made a point of being totally silent 
to avoid disturbing his donkey when it was drinking. The donkeys have to be unloaded 
for their rest, when they immediately roll on the ground to scratch their backs. This 
unloading and subsequent loading procedure is done carefully. There are five saddle 
blankets that spread the point loads of the saddle tree, which has a pair of wooden loops 
that fit into two pockets on the fabric saddlebag. The heaviest items are loaded into the 
saddlebags, then the rest of the load is tied on top with the hay bag last. If the loaded 
donkey is lopsided it is balanced by adding rocks to one of the saddlebags. Balance is 
more important than weight (see photographs on the the facing page of Abdullah loading 
his donkey at Dar Al Bayda).

The shawawiya will lead or let their donkeys loose depending on the track. They 
are led when the track climbs steeply or when negotiating something difficult, such as 
boulders in a wadi. The only time Abdullah threatened his brother’s donkey with a stick 
was on a track that had not been used for forty years. Two places on this eroded track 
were too steep for a laden donkey so we carried the saddlebags ourselves. Most of the 
donkey tracks from Yiqa are in frequent use and well maintained. When donkeys are 
not on leads they will walk briskly ahead then stop and look behind or turn around to 
face you. Sometimes they will not stop and you have to run to catch up, especially if you 
pause to take a picture. They will trot to the end destination when close to a familiar 
campsite. The first few kilometres starting from their home is the hardest; a solo donkey 
will exchange bellows with the herd back in the village and try to rejoin them by swerving 
off the track. The herd, while all in separate enclosures, are in frequent communication.

When donkeys are not imminently required for a caravan they are released for graz-
ing into areas of a wadi’s natural barriers. These barriers, such as cliffs, are augmented 
with short fences across any ledges that are on donkey tracks exiting the enclosure. 
These fences, made from a tangle of branches, are called shiggy and function as gates; 
they have to be dismantled and reassembled when travelling on these tracks. A donkey’s 
working life is from three to twenty years.
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Day 16. Donkey gate that allows goats to pass 

saddle tree: shdad

chest strap: lababrump strap: tarfar

girth strap: sudar

saddle: pad hils

harness strap: kartam

neck strap: kaid

Wool donkey trappings. Only the rope (habel) and saddlebag (horick) are goat hair

Mountain Etiquette

Omanis are renowned for their hospitality, enthusiastically practicing their Arab generosity 
towards travellers. You will meet many Omanis on the mountains and experience their 
kindness. It is respectful to cover shoulders and knees to avoid embarrassing your hosts.

Drinking water is freely given and taken from a house tank even if the owner is 
absent. The water adjacent to village mosques is available to everyone, and it is consid-
ered offensive if payment is offered. Their generosity extends to coffee, dates and a full 
meal. If you are offered food you should accept as this is an important part of Omani 
culture, especially in remote areas. In the cool evenings you are likely to be invited into 
a majlis (pl. majalis) which functions as a sitting room used for greeting and entertaining 
guests. Private houses have two majalis, one for men and one for women. Some villages, 
such as Ar Rus, have communal majalis next to the mosque. Shoes must be removed 
before entering a carpeted room, the walls of which are lined with cushions. Once inside 
you will be greeted with a bowl of dates, Omani coffee and water. The strong and bitter 
coffee is served in egg-shaped cups, which are thought to be a legacy of early trade with 
China. Cardamom was introduced to Oman centuries ago from the Malabar coast of 
India and is often used for flavouring coffee and tea. Traditionally you drink a few cups 
of coffee then shake it from side to side to indicate you have had enough. Whenever a 
newcomer enters a room everybody rises in greeting. At meal times a plastic sheet will 
be put on the floor with bowls of fruit and trays of meat and rice, and everybody leaves 
their seats to sit on the floor around the meal. The custom in Oman is to eat with your 
right hand and not to use cutlery. Most majlis have an adjoining washroom to wash your 
hands before eating.

If you are served a full meal you must insist on paying for it. While your Omani host 
will resist accepting payment, it is unreasonable for foreign guests to accept this extent 
of their generosity as the traditional mountain lifestyle is marginal. There is no need to 
pay for a place to sleep except if it is a commercial establishment. You are likely to sleep 
on a terrace or in a compound associated with a house, or under trees in a hala or diyar, 
which is a goat herder’s campsite.

If you see goats being shepherded on a track, move away to avoid disrupting them. 
A startled goat that becomes separated from the herd can go feral. The rules on not 
leaving litter are universal; what you take in you must take out.

Women in Oman

Oman has an impressive record of equal opportunity for women in both education and 
employment. Women science graduates outnumber men and many women hold pro-
fessional positions in both the public and private sectors. These opportunities extend 
to women living in the mountains if they are prepared to migrate to one of the larger 
towns, but their lifestyle, as well as that of men, is more conservative. This is probably 
related to the cultural rhythm in the Middle East rather than being specific to Oman. Prior 
to 1970 the interior, including the Hajar Mountains, was a closed area and had been 
for a hundred years. There had been little exposure to outsiders until they were opened 
to tourism in 2005 after the military restriction on the road up Al Jabal Al Akhdar was 
lifted. This is the opposite of the coast where, in Sohar in 1982, a researcher recorded 
eight languages spoken by the resident souk traders. Despite this isolation, society in 
the mountains was not as conservative as it is now. In 1837 Wellsted quoted the desert 
Arabs who told him that the mountain people were not jealous of their women. In 1992, 
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during a trek between villages, I was greeted by both men and women at the entrance to 
each village. The women wore their dowry of ornate silver jewellery and colourful clothes. 
Today they are more likely to be dressed in black. If you are a male visitor you will share 
coffee and eat meals with the villagers and shawawiya but may not see any local women. 
You should not initiate shaking hands with any women you meet.

A female visitor will not normally join the men in the main majlis, instead if you 
are invited into a village house it will most likely be to the women’s majlis. There will be 
no men inside and the women’s heads may not be covered. You will receive traditional 
Omani hospitality and kindness, and should partake of any food and water offered.

Should you meet an Omani man on the track he will probably offer to carry your 
pack and inquire as to whether you need anything. If he is carrying water he will offer 
it to you. La shukran, meaning “no thank you”, is what you should say if you wish to 
politely decline the offer. Omani men and women will treat you very courteously and will 
be thrilled that you have made such an effort to see their country. The respect offered 
to strangers is an Omani tradition and it is a very safe place for both male and female 
guests and residents.

Al-Azri K. M. (2013) Wellsted, J. R. (1837)

Driving in Oman

The highways in Oman are new and easy to navigate, and road signs are in both Arabic 
and English. A support team should not experience any difficulties in making a rendez-
vous at any of the villages on this traverse. Driving times, directions and whether a 4WD 
vehicle is required are detailed for each of the ten rendezvous as part of the descriptions 
of each day’s walk. Taxis, shared taxis and baisa buses are available to Al Afyah and 
return from Yiqa.

Day 16. Dar Ar Ruways to Al Jammah

This man from Daan Al Hamra was thrilled when I gave him a video still taken 
in 1992. Omani men do not generally mind having their photographs taken but 
always ask first.

Speaking Arabic

Nearly everybody younger than thirty speaks enough English to give directions, and are 
competent with Google Translate on their smart phones. Below are some Arabic words 
that you may need in the mountains (see also Arabic Glossary on page 251). No thank 
you: la shukran; you’re welcome: afwan; no problem: mafee mushkilah; there isn’t any: 
mafee; impossible: mush mumkin; good: zayn; left: yasaar; right: yameen; straight ahead: 
seeda; up or above: fauq; down or below: taht; slowly or little: shwayy; track: tarik; village 
or town: bilad; meeting place: majlis; mosque: masjid; house: bayt; garden: bustan; 
spring: ayn; mountain: jabal; mountain pass: aqbah; mountain top: ras; rock: haja;, 
dates: tam; water: maay; donkey: hammaar, guide: daleel; very difficult: wagid taqleef.

Place Name Spelling

Roman alphabet spelling of Arabic place names on street signage is sometimes incon-
sistent from one junction to the next, and road maps and recently published tourist 
brochures and website information include numerous spelling alternatives. There are 
spelling variants of most of the villages on the traverse. For example Al Afyah/Al Afiah, 
Wukan/Wakan, As Sawjrah/Saqrah/Sukirah, Ar Rus/Ar Ruus/Roos and Yiqa/Yiqah/
Yuiqa. In each example the first spelling is correct.

The Omani government is in the process of enforcing a standard transliteration of 
place names from Arabic, which is being undertaken by the National Survey Authority 
(NSA). Village place names on maps that are on the NSA list and have been approved 
by them appear in bold font, while local names that are not the responsibility of NSA but 
are useful for walkers, such as mountain springs, mountain passes and important track 
junctions are not in bold. The NSA registration number for the maps in this book is 1246.
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